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SICO® Introduces Durable, Linenless Rectangle FLT 
New folding leg table features removable and reversible modesty panel and  

leg style options for maximum versatility.  

 
 
Minneapolis, MN, August 23, 2016 – SICO® has introduced a new folding leg table with a 
variety of convenient features and options that provide valuable versatility for users. The 
durable SICO® Linenless Rectangle FLT (Folding Leg Table) includes a removable and reversible 
modesty panel plus three leg design options and popular choices for sizes, colors and finishes. 
 
With this innovative table, now facility managers can create just the right look and setup for 
any meeting or event – while eliminating the costs and environmental impact of washing, drying 
and pressing linens. “SICO’s linenless FLT table is an ideal choice for facilities that want to 
project a sophisticated, professional image, while reducing operating costs.  Our tables 
complement sustainability and environmental initiatives while increasing bottom line revenue by 
eliminating the need for linens,” said Heidi Niesen, Hospitality Sales Manager – The Americas. 
“The removable and reversible modesty panel and numerous feature options, make it easy to 
choose a table that fits everyone’s needs.” 
 
In addition to 6-foot or 8-foot table lengths and four different widths, facility managers can 
choose from three leg styles – the Conference, T-Shape or Wishbone – to fit their specific 



 

 

seating arrangements, with different finish options such as chrome, black, silver or copper 
powder coat and each with a gravity lock for streamlined setup. And SICO® offers multiple table 
top choices including a high-pressure laminate surface and a plywood surface, with an 
impressive array of on-trend colors and styles. 
  
The modesty panels are easy to attach on either side of the table, using SICO®’s unique 
keyhole lock system that’s made from low-carbon steel for added toughness even with repeated 
use. Panels are also reversible adding even more flexibility to set-up uniquely styled 
arrangements. And, as with all SICO® table products, the Linenless Rectangle FLT includes the 
company’s exclusive Armor-Edge® edging, which hermetically seals the table top for sanitary 
purposes, prevents water from entering the table top core, and provides unmatched protection 
against banging, bumping and everyday abuse common with folding tables. Armor-Edge® is 
available in a dozen popular color options to match the design and décor of virtually any space.  
 
“Durability, flexibility and style – this new FLT really has it all,” said Adam McMahon, Leisure 
Sales Manager- The Americas. “Plus, each table can be folded and placed into FLT caddies for 
easy transport and storage. We’ve leveraged SICO®’s best engineering innovations to create a 
folding leg table with a performance and versatility unlike anything else on the market.”  
  
About SICO® Incorporated 

SICO® is the global leader in mobile folding and rolling, space efficient products that help 
customers optimize their use of space. The detailed engineering and superior manufacturing 
that goes into every SICO® product is supported by a strong warranty program and excellent 
customer service. In addition to mobile folding cafeteria tables, SICO® manufactures and sells 
portable dance floors, catering tables, room service tables, food warmers, luggage carts, mobile 
buffet stations, portable stages, choral risers, mobile sleepers, crowd barriers and wallbed 
systems.  SICO® Incorporated is headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA with additional 
offices in Europe, Asia and Australia.    

For additional information, please visit SICO® at: www.sicoinc.com. 
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